
Thanks for your order with us! Check your email for status updates and tracking numbers! 

 
 
Thank you for your THROOM Dueling Tree purchase!  
 
We're emailing you to help you get the most out of your Dueling Tree by providing a few 
tips and tricks that we have learned along the way! Luckily, Throom targets are all 
weather safe so rain or shine, snow vs summer heat waves prepare to have fun with 
your Throom Dueling Tree.  

• First, make sure to set up in a level location, if possible. We know that out on the 
range that can be tough to do but do your best and it'll make set up easier! 

• Make sure your dueling tree's main beam is at a 10 degree forward angle. Use 
the angled ball level included with your kit to achieve 10 degrees forward to 
ensure that the plates can flip consistently. Any more than 10 degrees and the 
plates will struggle to flip all the way to the other side.  

• Use WD40 or other silicone lubricants to grease the pins on the dueling tree 
plates where they connect to the black dueling tree brackets. This helps the 
plates swing more freely and it'll make a big difference especially if the dueling 
tree is set up in a hot climate or direct sun.  

• If the plates are not flipping easily pop them out of the brackets and inspect the 
mounting pins. There may be polymer flash or excess polymer material still 
hanging onto the pins or debris which is preventing them from performing. 
Trimming/sanding the pins smooth and making sure there are minimal seams will 
increase Dueling Tree performance.  



These tips should absolutely help you to make the most out of your dueling tree but if 
you have any other questions  don't hesitate to reach out to us for any help at all.  
 
Everyone here at Throom has a ton of experience on the range with the targets and we 
are always happy to help troubleshoot with you! Just reach out to 
info@throomtargets.com or call (732) 469-5654 for help Monday-Friday (9am - 5pm).  
 
Thank you again from all of us at Throom! 

 

 

www.ThroomTargets.com 


